nofi ocean bustertm

Oil containment and separation with up to 5 knots
towing speed

Separator / Storage unit
At the stern of the NOFI Ocean Buster the system
includes a combined high capacity flexible separator
and temporary storage unit. By means of the
separation (settling) technique, the unit contains a

thick layer of calm oil, thus providing a skimmer or a
pump with almost pure oil giving excellent recovery
rates. The Ocean Buster’s separator can
accommodate most existing high volume, free floating
skimmer heads.
Skimming
The crane operated free floating skimmer hose
(connected to its skimmerhead) can be deployed into
the separator while the Ocean Buster is towed
alongside the OILREC vessel. Subsequently the
Ocean Buster drifts back into a suitable operational
position while the freefloating skimmer hose is paid
out at an even length.
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The NOFI Ocean Buster is well suited for offshore
areas with high current. At operational towing speeds
between 3 and 4 knots the NOFI Ocean Buster, with
a 50 m front opening offers excellent area coverage
and high operational flexibility, because the compact
system can be turned easily and towed quickly from
one oil slick to another.

nofi ocean bustertm
Retrieval involves a reverse operation i.e. the Ocean
Buster and freefloating skimmer are towed alongside
the OILREC vessel and the skimmer head is then
hoisted out of the separator and lowered back onto
the deck of the OILREC vessel. This operational
method has been successfully tested both in Norway
(NOFO) and in Alaska (Alyeska Pipeline Service
Co., SERVS). The NOFI Ocean Buster’s separator
can accommodate any kind of belt skimmer, drum
skimmer, brush skimmer, rope mop skimmer or weir
skimmer when deployed by a third vessel temporarily
moored alongside.
Single boat operations
The NOFI Ocean Buster has proved to be very suitable for single boat operations in combination with
the otter board Ocean BoomVane.

System used in combination with a high capacity
skimmer. NOFI Ocean Buster undergoing initial
tests in co-operation with NOFO, on the North Sea
near Stavanger, Norway, August 2002.

NOFI Ocean Buster in single boat operation with the otter
board Ocean BoomVane.
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A technological breakthrough in oil containment:

NOFI Ocean Buster during trials in co-operation with the Canadian Coast Guard, December 2002
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• 5 knots towing speed in calm sea, 2-3 knots in waves
• Built-in separator, combined with temporary storage unit of gross
70 m3, net approx. 30 m3 of oil
• Suitable for most types of oil
• Front opening 20 to 80 m, depending on the length of the guideboom
• Additional high speed guidebooms available
• Soft materials for storage on boom reel
• No adjustments of the system are required even if speed or oil
types vary

